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API  

This chapter explains API (Application Programming Interface) to use a PCI-PWM02. 

Currently it supports API as follows. 
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Board Level API Functions 

Overview  

int    OpenDAQDevice (void) 

BOOL  ResetBoard (int nBoard) 

BOOL CloseDAQDevice (void) 

int    GetBoardNum (void) 

 

 

OpenDAQDevice 

int   OpenDAQDevice (void) 

It opens a device. You may call this function at the very first time you run the program and some 

suspicious operation. 

Parameters: None   

Return Value: 

If the function succeeds, it returns the number of boards which were detected. 

If the function fails, the return value is -1, it means there is no device in the system. 

 

ResetBoard 

BOOL    ResetBoard (int nBoard) 

It initializes a device at currently equipped system (PC). 

Parameters:  

nModel : It writes down the PCI-AIO05 model number. (0 ~ 3) 

Return Value: 

If the function fail to reset, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function succeed to reset, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

CloseDAQDevice 

BOOL   CloseDAQDevice (void) 

The CloseDAQDevice function closes all opened devices (PCI-PWM02 boards). If use of  

device is finished, it can certainly close a device for making it other programs so as usable. 

Parameters: None  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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GetBoardNum 

BOOL  CloseDAQDevice (void) 

 It confirms the number of boards of PCI-PWM02 which were currently installed on the PC. 

Parameters: None  

Return Value: 

If the function succeeds, it returns the number of boards which were detected. 

If the function fails to close, the return value is -1, it means there is no device in the system. 
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PWM API Functions 

Overview  

BOOL Pwm_Reset (int nCh) 

BOOL  Set_Mode (int nCh, int nMode) 

Int  Get_Mode (int nCh) 

BOOL  Set_Cont (int nCh, int nCont) 

Int  Get_Cont (int nCh) 

BOOL Pwm_Enable (int nCh) 

BOOL Pwm_Disable (int nCh) 

BOOL  Set_Pwm (int nCh, int nNum) 

Int  Get_Pwm (int nCh) 

BOOL  Set_Delay (int nCh, int nTime) 

Int  Get_Delay (int nCh) 

BOOL  Set_Period (int nCh, int nTime) 

Int  Get_Period (int nCh) 

BOOL       Set_Dout (int dout) 

BOOL       Get_Dout (void) 

BOOL       Get_Din (void) 

 

 

Pwm_Reset 

BOOL Pwm_Reset (int nCh) 

     It initializes each PWM function. 

 If it initialize, PWM value is ‘0’, PWM Disable, Normal Mode and Delay time is ‘0’, Period time  

is 1000mSEC.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3.  

Return Value: 

If the function fail to reset, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function succeed to reset, it returns “TRUE”. 
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Set_Mode 

BOOL  Set_Mode (int nCh, int nMode) 

  It sets up a motion mode of each PWM. The motion mode is Normal mode and Trigger mode.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

nMode : ‘0’ is Normal mode, others is Trigger mode.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

Get_Mode 

Int  Get_Mode (int nCh) 

  It finds out the current PWM motion mode.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

Return Value: 

If it is the Normal Mode, it returns “0”. 

If it is the Trigger mode, it returns other value except “0”. 

 

 

Set_Cont 

BOOL  Set_Cont (int nCh, int nCont) 

   It sets up a trigger motion mode of each PWM.  

The trigger mode is One-shot Mode or Continuous Trigger mode.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

nMode : “0” is One-shot Trigger mode, others is Continuous Trigger mode.  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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Get_Cont 

Int  Get_Cont (int nCh) 

      It finds out the current PWM Trigger motion mode.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

Return Value: 

If it is the One-shot Trigger Mode, it returns “0”. 

If it is the Continuous Trigger mode, it returns other value except “0”. 

 

 

Pwm_Enable 

BOOL Pwm_Enable (int nCh) 

      It starts each PWM motion.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

Pwm_Disable 

BOOL Pwm_Disable (int nCh) 

It stops each PWM motion.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

Set_Pwm 

BOOL  Set_Pwm (int nCh, int nNum) 

       It controls each PWM output.  

The setup value range is 0 ~ 255, the maximum value 255 is the maximum brightness.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

nNum : Output setup value.  
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Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

Get_Pwm 

Int  Get_Pwm (int nCh) 

     It reads a current motion value of setting PWM.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

Return Value: 

If it fails, it returns “-1”. 

If it succeeds, it returns “The value of PWM that it was set up”. 

 

 

Set_Delay 

BOOL  Set_Delay (int nCh, int nTime) 

It controls each PWM output delay motion. The setup value range is 0 ~ 4194303, the  

resolution is 1usec unit and the maximum is 4194303usec. 

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

nTime : Output Delay Time (0- 4194303)  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

Get_Delay 

Int  Get_Delay (int nCh) 

     It finds out currently setup value of PWM delay time.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

Return Value: 

If it fails, it returns “-1”. 

If it succeeds, it returns “The value of Output Delay Time that it was set up”. 
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Set_Period 

BOOL  Set_Period (int nCh, int nTime) 

 It controls each PWM output time. The setup value range is 0 ~ 4194303, the resolution is  

1usec unit and the maximum is 4194303usec. 

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

nTime : Output Time (0- 4194303)  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 

 

 

Get_Period 

Int  Get_Period (int nCh) 

      It finds out currently setup value of PWM output time.  

Parameters: 

nCh : PWM channel number from 0 to 3. 

Return Value: 

If it fails, it returns “-1”. 

If it succeeds, it returns “The value of Output Time that it was set up”. 

 

 

Set_Dout 

BOOL  Set_Dout (int dout) 

      It sets up a value of Digital output.  

If each bit is ‘1’, output is ‘ON’ state. The total output is from Bit0 to Bit11. 

Parameters: 

dout : It sets up a value to be output with each bit (E.g) 0x081(decimal 129) Bit0, Bit7 ON  

Return Value: 

If the function call fails, it returns “FALSE”.  

If the function call succeeds, it returns “TRUE”. 
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Get_Dout 

Int  Get_Dout (void) 

      It reads currently setup value of Digital output.  

Parameters: None 

Return Value: 

If it fails, it returns “-1”. 

If it succeeds, it returns “The value of Digital output that it was set up”. 

 

 

Get_Din 

Int  Get_Din (void) 

      It reads currently setup value of Digital input. The Digital input is total 6. 

Parameters: None.  

Return Value: 

If it fails, it returns “-1”. 

If it succeeds, it returns “The value of Digital output that it was set up”. 
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9. API for Multi Board  

It explain API(Application Programming Interface) to use multiple PCI-PWM02 board at once system. 

Currently API to support is as follows. 
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It is the form that the board number was added to single board API in case of multi-board API. The 

maximum adjustable board is 4. 

 

E.g) Parameters: 

nBoard : It informs a board number at currently equipped system.  

The board number set up by DIP switch. (0 ~ 3) 

 


